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Pyrmont Peninsula offers a mix
of places to live, jobs in emerging
industries, restored heritage buildings
and open spaces, right on Sydney
Harbour and just a stone’s throw from
Australia’s busiest business district.
Pyrmont Peninsula is set to change
and evolve, and the Department of
Planning, Industry and Environment
is leading the NSW Government’s
response to Pyrmont’s transformation.

During 2020, we’ll develop the
Pyrmont Peninsula Place Strategy in
partnership with other state agencies
and the City of Sydney.
As part of this, we’ve developed 10
initial directions that we think will
shape the Place Strategy. We want
to test these directions with the
organisations and individuals who
are part of the Pyrmont Peninsula
community.
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Early directions
Creating places for
people involves many
decisions by many
parties. We must look at
the many elements that
make a city a great place
to live, work and visit.
These 10 directions are
our starting point for a
robust, workable
Pyrmont Peninsula Place
Strategy.
We expect these
directions will evolve as
our work progresses. In
forming them, we have
considered the Greater
Sydney Region Plan,
Eastern City District Plan
and the themes of
infrastructure and
collaboration, liveability,
productivity and
sustainability woven
through those plans.
We welcome feedback
on the 10 directions so
that our work addresses
the things that really
matter to people.

1

Development that complements or
enhances the area
New or upgraded buildings fit with the Peninsula’s
evolving character

2

Pyrmont Peninsula’s major commercial, entertainment,
residential and retail buildings sit comfortably with
terrace housing, smaller shops and heritage areas. New
development, including taller buildings, must be in the
right locations and designed to enhance Pyrmont’s
dynamic, interesting and intimate places.

Jobs and industries of the future
Investment and innovation to boost jobs, creativity,
tourism and night life

3

Pyrmont Peninsula’s mix of innovative industries can be
better linked physically and economically with adjoining
areas of economic activity to create a successful
innovation district. Emerging technology clusters in the
Sydney Innovation and Technology Precinct, creative
industries in Ultimo, busy tourism and entertainment
hubs from Darling Harbour to Barangaroo and Walsh
Bay (part of the Western Harbour), and University of
Technology, Sydney (UTS) present an outstanding
foundation to work from.

Centres for residents, workers and visitors
New, lively and attractive centres for everyone to enjoy

4

Better public transport and community facilities could
bring greater energy to more areas across the peninsula,
beyond the hubs around UTS, TAFE, ABC and the ICC
in the peninsula’s south, and Pyrmont village and the
harbourfront in the north. The Place Strategy could
consider various concentrations of shops, services,
cultural areas and work environments that attract more
people and investment to exciting, busy centres that are
safe, day and night.

A unified planning framework
Clearer rules delivering greater certainty and investment
Pyrmont Peninsula is subject to different planning
frameworks administered by either the City of Sydney
or the NSW Government. This complexity has created
confusion and uncertainty for residents and businesses.
The Place Strategy should consider a unified and
contemporary system of planning controls that is fair,
transparent, easy to use and easy to administer.

5

A tapestry of greener public spaces and
experiences
Better spaces, streets and parks; a rich canopy of trees;
and access to the foreshore
Beyond Pyrmont Peninsula’s open spaces, libraries,
museums, plazas and forecourts is the draw of the
harbour. Opening the foreshore from Blackwattle Bay
to the new Sydney Fish Market could create a new
destination for Sydney, not unlike New York’s High Line.
Better links across the peninsula along shaded, pleasant
streets should connect with new or existing parks,
squares or facilities.
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7

Creativity, culture and heritage
Celebrating Pyrmont Peninsula’s culture, heritage and
connections to Country
Pyrmont Peninsula’s arts, culture and heritage brings
the area to life. The Place Strategy should emphasise
this history and the area’s constant evolution. The hub
of creative industries in Ultimo and links to the ABC and
UTS can set a foundation for dynamic and engaging new
uses. Exploring and celebrating the area’s Aboriginal
heritage and industrial past will reinvigorate more areas.

Making it easier to move around
Safer, greener streets integrating with new public
transport
By its very nature, the peninsula is not easy to traverse.
The escarpment created by former industrial activity and
the Western Distributor frustrate people’s ability to travel
around, especially on foot or by bike. These constraints
also limit the ability to adapt an already busy road
network. The Place Strategy should aim to make it easier
for people to walk, cycle or access public transport.

8

Building now for a sustainable future
An adaptive, sustainable and resilient built environment
The Pyrmont Peninsula of today will be very different
to the peninsula of the future. Just as the 19th century
wools stores have been adapted as offices or homes, the
buildings that will be developed as the Place Strategy
is implemented must be adaptable as technology and
society changes. This direction applies not only to
buildings, but also to the infrastructure that serves the
peninsula.

9

Great homes that can suit the needs of
more people
A diversity of housing types, tenure and price points
Pyrmont Peninsula is home to social housing, affordable
housing and housing that people can privately rent or
buy. This diversity is important and should be a focus of
the Place Strategy. It means long-term residents can stay
in the places they know, and a greater mix of people—
with different skills, backgrounds or needs—can be part
of a socially diverse Pyrmont Peninsula.

10

A collaborative voice
A cohesive, agreed approach to bring about the best
outcomes for Pyrmont Peninsula
Pyrmont Peninsula could be an innovation district—a
place that interweaves entrepreneurship, creativity,
startups, new jobs and great places. Successful
innovation districts are governed collaboratively, with
local, state, not-for-profit and private sector agreement
on priorities, funding and programs. The Place Strategy
should consider contemporary governance models for
the area.
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This boundary has been adopted to guide the Place Strategy. While we do not expect the boundary will change significantly, it may
be adjusted and refined as we complete different stages of our work in the coming months and as we obtain better information and
further feedback from community and stakeholders.

These initial 10 directions build on existing work
such as the Greater Sydney Commission’s
planning framework review for the areas in 2019,
the feedback that people and businesses gave for
that review and other major planning
investigations in the area such as the City of
Sydney’s Local Strategic Planning Statement.
Our directions are not set in stone; they do,
however, signal our eagerness to kickstart the
conversation about the area’s future.
We expect to refine and adapt these directions as
we talk to more people and undertake
investigations and technical studies to better
understand the potential of Pyrmont Peninsula,
within the context of a growing, changing Greater
Sydney.
That’s why we want to hear from you on these
directions and how they can inform the creation
of the Pyrmont Peninsula Place Strategy.
As we seek your insights into these 10 directions,
we’re focused on the development of the
Pyrmont Peninsula Place Strategy. We’re not
aiming to canvass your views on issues that have
already been subject to consultation or that are
subject to other processes, such as a new or
developed Sydney Fish Market or the Powerhouse
Museum relocation.
The Place Strategy will build on the work already
done by the NSW Government and the City of
Sydney in the past, and will support projects and
initiatives happening concurrently to shape the
future of the Pyrmont Peninsula.

Have your say
Visit
www.planning.nsw.gov.au/
pyrmontpeninsula

OUR TIMELINE FOR PREPARING THE PLACE STRATEGY

Next steps

Email your feedback to
pyrmont.peninsula@planning.nsw.gov.au

Establishment
and scoping
Oct-Dec 2019

Data assembly
and gap analysis
January-March 2020

Extending
evidence base
April-June 2020

Exhibition
July 2020

Refinement
August-September 2020

Adoption
and ongoing
implementation
October 2020

